	
  

Recipes
Quad Stretches-6
1. Beginner Quad Stretch -Standing, bring one leg bent up so foot is behind
you, holding your foot with the same side hand, using the other hand to
lean against wall or bar or any supporting surface. Hold leg in this position, actively pushing foot down into hand for 20-30 seconds. Switch legs.

2. Resistance Band or Towel Stretch -Lying on stomach,
bring leg bent behind you, wrapping towel or band around
foot, pulling towel gently towards you, giving resistance
then relax, then pull a little more each time. It may be better
to lie on bench for extra resistance letting the other leg drop
over edge. Hold 20 seconds for up to 1-2 minutes switching
each leg back and forth.

3. Yoga Sit Stretch -Sitting down on knees, or feet, (so
feet underneath you, knees bent) and slowly lean head
and body back, extended arms out behind you. The further the head looks back, the more of a stretch in quads.
Hold this for 20-30 seconds. >>>

	
  

	
  

	
  

Recipes
4. Kneeling-Kneel with knee on padded mat and other
foot positioned forward. Grasp other hand under top
of foot. Drive hip forward and pull foot toward rear
end. Hold stretch 20-30 seconds. Repeat with opposite side.

5. Lying on Side-Lie on one side. Grasp top ankle or forefoot
behind. Pull ankle or forefoot to rear end. Straighten hip by
moving knee backward. Hold stretch 20 seconds. Repeat with
opposite side.

6. Towel-Wrap towel or resistance
band around ankle. Grasp both ends
of towel/band behind ankle with
closest hand. Stand on opposite leg
and touch wall or stationary object
with other arm for balance. Pull foot
to rear end with towel/band.
Straighten hip by moving knee
backward. Hold stretch 20-30 seconds. Repeat with opposite side.

	
  

	
  

